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ABSTRACT
When providing directions to a place, web and mobile map-
ping services are all able to suggest the shortest route. The
goal of this work is to automatically suggest routes that are
not only short but also emotionally pleasant. To quantify
the extent to which urban locations are pleasant, we use data
from a crowd-sourcing platform that shows two street scenes
in London (out of hundreds), and a user votes on which one
looks more beautiful, quiet, and happy. We consider votes
from more than 3.3K individuals and translate them into
quantitative measures of location perceptions. We arrange
those locations into a graph upon which we learn pleasant
routes. Based on a quantitative validation, we find that,
compared to the shortest routes, the recommended ones add
just a few extra walking minutes and are indeed perceived
to be more beautiful, quiet, and happy. To test the gener-
ality of our approach, we consider Flickr metadata of more
than 3.7M pictures in London and 1.3M in Boston, com-
pute proxies for the crowdsourced beauty dimension (the
one for which we have collected the most votes), and evalu-
ate those proxies with 30 participants in London and 54 in
Boston. These participants have not only rated our recom-
mendations but have also carefully motivated their choices,
providing insights for future work.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous
General Terms
Human Factors, Design, Measurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At times, we do not take the fastest route but enjoy alter-
natives that offer beautiful sceneries. When walking, we gen-
erally prefer tiny streets with trees over large avenues with
cars. However, Web and mobile mapping services currently
fail to offer that experience as they are able to recommend
only shortest routes.
To capture which routes people find interesting and enjoy-
able, researchers have started to analyze the digital traces
left behind by users of online services like Flickr or Four-
square. Previous work has, however, not considered the
role of emotions in the urban context when recommending
routes. Yet, there exists the concept of psychogeography,
which dates back to 1955. This was defined as “the study of
the precise laws and specific effects of the geographical envi-
ronment, consciously organized or not, on the emotions and
behavior of individuals” [9]. The psychogeographer “is able
both to identify and to distill the varied ambiances of the
urban environment. Emotional zones that cannot be deter-
mined simply by architectural or economic conditions must
be determined by following the aimless stroll (derive)” [6].
Mobile applications have been recently proposed to ease
making derives (i.e., detours in the city): these include De-
rive app1, Serendipitor2, Drift3, and Random GPS.4 The
goal of our work is to go beyond supporting derives and to
propose ways of automatically generating routes that are not
only short but also emotionally pleasant. This goal is not
algorithmic but is experimental. We rely on crowdsourced
measurements of people’s emotional experience of the city
and use those measurements to propose new ways of recom-
mending urban routes. Despite emotional responses being
subjective and difficult to quantify, urban studies have re-
peatedly shown that specific visual cues in the city context
are consistently associated with the same fuzzy concept (e.g.,
with beauty) [7, 23, 25, 28]. For example, previous work has
found that green spaces and Victorian houses are mostly as-
sociated with beauty, while trash and broken windows with
ugliness.
1
http://deriveapp.com/s/v2/
2
http://serendipitor.net/site/
3
http://www.brokencitylab.org/drift/
4
http://nogovoyages.com/random_gps.html
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To meet our research goal, we make three main contribu-
tions:
• We build a graph whose nodes are locations and whose
edges connect geographic neighbors (§3.1). With this
graph, we rank locations based on whether they are
emotionally pleasant. The emotion scores come from
a crowd-sourcing platform that shows two street scenes
in London (out of hundreds), and a user votes on which
one looks more beautiful, quiet, and happy (§3.2).
• We quantitatively validate the extent to which our pro-
posal recommends paths that are not only short but
also emotionally-pleasing (§4). We then qualitatively
evaluate the recommendations by conducting a user
study involving 30 participants in London.
• We finally test the generalizability of our proposal by:
a) presenting a way of predicting the beauty scores
from Flickr metadata; and b) testing the beauty-deri-
ved paths with our 30 participants in London and with
a new group of 54 participants in Boston (§5).
2. RELATEDWORK
Early research on route recommendation focused on find-
ing the most efficient routes. For example, Chang et al. ([2])
used a backtracking algorithm to recommend car routes that
deviate from a user’s familiar/past trajectories. Ludwig et
al. ([16]) used an adaptive A*-like algorithm to recommend
public transport routes that afford both short walks and lit-
tle waiting times. More recently, tools for recommending the
safest or smoothest cycle paths in the city have also been
proposed [24].
In addition to ways of recommending efficient paths, re-
searchers have also investigated the problem of recommen-
ding distinctive and interesting urban routes [22, 31]. The
idea behind this line of work is to use geo-referenced online
content (e.g., Flickr pictures) to learn and recommend pop-
ular trajectories [1, 34, 35]. De Choundry et al. ([8]) and El
Ali et al. ([10]) both used Flickr data to mine popular spatio-
temporal sequences of picture uploads and to then recom-
mend the corresponding urban routes. De Choundry et al.
identified the movements of individual tourists by tracking
when and where they were uploading photos and by then
using the resulting trajectories to connect points of inter-
ests in a graph. By embedding location information such
as average time spent at a location and location popularity,
they were able to use an orienteering algorithm on the graph
to compute the optimal number of interesting locations to
visit given a time budget. El Ali et al. followed a similar
idea: by clustering sequences of pictures uploaded at similar
times, they used a sequence alignment algorithm borrowed
from biology to produce trajectories containing interesting
locations.
In addition to using geo-located pictures, one could exploit
GPS traces. As opposed to social media, mobile phones en-
joy high penetration rates and, as such, GPS traces can help
identify interesting places not only in cities but also in sub-
urban regions [32]. Zheng et al. ([36]) mined such traces by
arranging both visited places and mobile users in a bipar-
tite graph, and then ranking places by graph centrality to
extract top interesting regions. Their focus was on spotting
interesting locations rather than routes.
All this line of work has been tailored to touristic use cases
where paths can be considerably longer than the shortest
ones [29], and where recommending frequently visited loca-
tions is a reasonable choice.
More recently, given the popularity of mobile social net-
working applications, researchers have been able to explore
personalization strategies for tourists and residents alike.
Meng et al. ([18]) leveraged traces from Foursquare to plan
itineraries that need to pass through different types of lo-
cations (e.g., restaurants, gas stations) and, given a user
demand for some location types, they computed paths using
an ant colony optimization algorithm. Cheng et al. ([3]) an-
notated historical data of traveled paths with demographic
information and used a Baeysian learning model to generate
personalized travel recommendations based on demographic
segmentation. Kurashima et al. ([15]) addressed a somewhat
similar problem - they profiled users according to their past
travel histories. These approaches output sequences of loca-
tions according to different criteria but do not focus on the
nature of the paths connecting those locations.
To date, there has not been any work that considers peo-
ple’s emotional perceptions of urban spaces when recommen-
ding routes to them. We thus set out to do such a work by
collecting reliable perceptions of urban scenes, incorporat-
ing them into algorithmic solutions, and quantitatively and
qualitatively evaluating those solutions.
3. OUR PROPOSAL
Our goal is to suggest users a short and pleasant path
between their current location s and destination d. We meet
this goal in four steps:
1. Build a graph whose nodes are all locations in the city
under study (§3.1).
2. Crowdsource people’s perceptions of those locations
along three dimensions: beautiful, quiet, and happy
(§3.2).
3. Assign scores to locations along each of the three (§3.3).
4. Select the path between nodes s and d that strikes the
right balance between being short and being pleasant
(§3.4).
3.1 Building Location Graph
We divide the bounding box of central London (travel zone
15) into 532 walkable cells, each of which is 200x200 meters
in size. Previous research has established that 200m tends to
be the threshold of walkable distance in urban areas [20, 4].
In dense parts of London, such a distance would typically
correspond to two blocks that could be covered by a 2.5-
minute walk. Having those cells at hand, we make them be
nodes in a location graph. Each node is a location and links
to its eight geographic neighbors.6 To quantify the extent to
which a node reflects a pleasant location, we need to capture
the way people perceive that location, and we do so next.
3.2 Crowdsourcing Perceptions
We rely on the data gathered from a crowdsourcing web
site to assess the extent to which different city’s locations are
5
http://visitorshop.tfl.gov.uk/help-centre/about-travel-zones.html
6
Since a boundary cell would have less than eight neighbors, we link it to a
number of additional closest cells within the grid such that, as a result, it would
link to eight nodes in total.
perceived to be beautiful, quiet and make people happy [25].
Available under UrbanGems.org, the site picks up two ran-
dom urban scenes and ask users which one of the two is
more beautiful, quiet, or happy. As for scenes, the site does
not use Flickr images, as they considerably vary in quality,
but taps into two image sources that offer pictures of com-
parable quality: Google Street View pictures captured by
camera-mounted cars, and Geograph7 pictures provided by
volunteers. To control for image bias, we perform two main
steps. First, we make sure that multiple images from the
two sources are available at each location. Second, we check
whether user ratings are not correlated with objective mea-
sures of image quality, and we indeed find that there is no
correlation between images’ ratings and two commonly used
proxies for quality (i.e., sharpness and contrast levels [33]).
At each game round, users should either click on one of
the two scenes or opt for “Can’t Tell”, if undecided on which
picture to click on. With each selection, the user is asked
to guess the percentage of other people who shared their
views, scoring points for correct guesses. Those points can
then be shared through the social media sites of Facebook
and Twitter. To avoid the sparsity problem (too few answers
per picture), a random scene is selected within a 300-meter
radius from a subway station and within the bounding boxes
of census areas. This results into 258 Google Street views
and 310 Geograph images, all of which have ratings that are
roughly normally distributed [25]. We use multiple images
from the two sources at each location. By collecting a large
number of responses across a large number of participants,
we are now able to determine which urban scenes are per-
ceived in which ways along the three qualities.
The choice of the three qualities is motivated by their im-
portance in the urban context according to previous studies.
Being able to find quiet places might “promote ‘sonic health’
in our cities and offer a public guide for those who crave a
retreat from crowds”8. As for beauty, we are not the first
to measure its perceptions. In 1967, Peterson proposed a
quantitative analysis of public perceptions of neighborhood
visual appearance [23] and found that beauty and safety are
approximately collinear. Finally, we choose happiness not
least because urban studies in the 1960s tried to systemati-
cally relate well-being in the urban environment (i.e., happi-
ness) to the fundamental desire for visual order, beauty, and
aesthetics [17]. As a result, well-being or, more informally,
happiness has taken centre stage in the scientific discourse
for decades.
The platform was released in September 2012 and after
4 months data from as many as 3,301 participants was col-
lected: 36% connecting from London (IP addresses), 35%
from the rest of UK, and 29% outside UK. A fraction of
those participants (515) specified their personal details: the
percentage of male-female for those participants is 66%-34%,
the average age is 38.1 years old, and the racial segmenta-
tion reflects that of the 2001 UK census.9 Upon processing
17,261 rounds of annotation (each round requires to anno-
tate at most ten pairs), we rank pictures by their scores for
beauty, quiet, and happiness, and those scores are based on
the fraction of votes the pictures have received. The rank-
ing is reliable because the number of annotators is >3K and
distribution of scores is normal with median as high as 171
7
http://www.geograph.org.uk/
8
http://www.stereopublic.net/
9
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnic_groups_in_the_United_Kingdom
Name Formula
Linear hi
Cubic h3i
Exponential ehi
Square root
√
hi
Sigmoid 1
1+e−hi
Table 1: Five expressions experimentally used to
map crowdsourced scores to probabilities. With a
location’s crowdsourced scores of happiness, those
expressions return the location’s likelihoods of being
considered happy if one were to visit it.
for beauty, 12 for quiet, and 16 for happy. The number
of answers for the three qualities is different as the default
question is that on beauty, which thus preferentially attracts
more answers.
We compute the correlations between each pairwise com-
binations of the three qualities. All correlations are statisti-
cally significant (i.e., all p-values are < 0.0001) and are the
following: happy-quiet has r = 0.29, quiet-beauty r = 0.33,
and beauty-happy is r = 0.64. As one would expect from
the literature [7], we find that the strongest affiliation is that
between beauty and happiness, so we should expect that the
paths we will recommend for beauty and those for happiness
might partly overlap at times.
3.3 Scoring Locations
To rank a location, we need to compute the likelihood that
it will be visited because it is pleasant. One simple way of
expressing that is with p(go|happy) ∝ p(happiness|go).
The probability p(happiness|go) captures the idea that
individuals visits locations that make them happy. We thus
need a way to measure a location’s happiness and, to that
end, we resort to our crowdsourced scores (§3.2). More
specifically, given the crowdsourced happiness score hi for
cell i, we compute the corresponding happiness probability
with a curve that is, for example, cubic:
p(happiness|go) = k · h3i , where k = 1
max{h3i }∀i
(1)
Thus, the higher a location’s crowdsourced score, the hap-
pier it is likely to be. By substituting h3i with any of the
expressions in Table 1, we obtain the alternative happiness
scoring functions. We apply those scoring functions to the
two remaining scores of quiet and beauty too. We do so by
simply substituting hi with qi (location i’s quietness score)
and with bi (i’s beauty score). Next, for brevity, we will
report only the results for the cubic curve for which our ex-
periments have shown the highest percentage improvements.
3.4 Selecting Best Path
Upon the location graph and having the likelihood of vis-
iting each location, we now select the best path from source
s to destination d in four steps:
Step 1. Identify M shortest paths between s and d. To
identify them, we run Eppstein’s algorithm [11] and find the
M shortest paths connecting each pair of nodes s and d. To
be sufficiently “exhaustive”, we initially set M to be as high
as 106. This choice makes it possible to explore the full set
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Figure 2: ∆rank and ∆length for different explo-
ration levels m (left panel). Respectively, these
represent improvements in beauty/quiet/happiness
ranks (left panel) and demand for extra walking
time if only the first m shortest paths are consid-
ered (right).
of solutions, including any of the solution that alternative
approaches might return (e.g., orienteering algorithms).
Step 2. Compute the average rank for all locations in
each of the first m paths (with m ≤ M). For computa-
tional tractability, we do not consider all the M paths at
once but iteratively explore the first m paths. At each ex-
ploration, we record the path with the lowest (best) average
rank. Such a path exploration has, of course, diminishing
returns (Figure 2, left panel): the more paths we consider
(the higher m), the less likely the best value for rank will
change. This suggests that it is not necessary to explore all
M paths but we can explore a tiny subset of them without
loss of performance, and that is what the next step does.
Step 3. Terminate when the average rank improves less
than . To select , we use The Marginal Value Theorem
(MVT). This is an analytical tool for optimizing the trade-
off between benefit (rank improvement ∆rank) and cost (ex-
ploration of the first m paths). One can show analytically
that, for the function of rank vs. m, it is best to keep increas-
ing m only until ∆rank
∆m
equals rank
m
; after that, one should
terminate and take the path among those considered that
has the best average rank.
Step 4. Select the path that has so far been found to have
the best rank.
By repeating these steps for each of the three ranks (beauty,
quiet, and happiness), we obtain three paths between s and
d in addition to the shortest one (to the baseline).
4. EVALUATION
The goal of our proposal is to recommend paths that are
not only short but also pleasant. To ascertain the effective-
ness of our proposal at meeting this goal, our evaluation
ought to answer three main questions:
(Validation) Is our proposal able to recommend paths that
are pleasant? (§4.1)
(Length trade-off) Are pleasant paths considerably longer
than shortest ones? (§4.2)
(User assessment) Do people find the recommended paths
to be actually beautiful, quiet, and happy? (§4.3)
4.1 Validation
We compare how our recommended paths differ from the
shortest ones in terms of average beauty, quiet and happy
scores. We choose shortest path as baseline since it repro-
duces existing approaches that focus on time efficiency. To
make this comparison computationally tractable, we con-
Path recommended for ∆Beauty ∆Quiet ∆Happy
Beauty 30% 6% 22%
Quiet 10% 26% 5%
Happy 24% 2% 30%
Table 2: Percentage improvements for beauty, quiet,
and happiness in the recommended paths over the
shortest ones (results averaged across 190 paths).
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Figure 3: Additional distance (% over shortest
paths) required to recommend pleasant paths for
destinations at different distances (km). As ex-
pected, for closer destinations, the additional cost
is larger than that for farthest destinations.
sider twenty nodes that correspond to popular landmarks
and cover the entire central part of the city under study.
We analyze the 190 paths resulting from each node pair. As
one expects, the paths recommended for beauty, quietness,
and happiness all show a percentage increase in the corre-
sponding dimension (Table 2). More specifically, compared
to the shortest paths, beautiful ones are, on average, 30%
more beautiful (and are happier as well); quiet paths are
26% quieter; and happy paths are, again, 30% happier (and
are also more beautiful). From these results, we conclude
that not only our proposal effectively biases paths in the
way we expect (which should be the case for any working
solution) but also it does so to a considerable extent: with
an increase that goes from 26% to 30%. Now the question is
whether this bias comes at the price of considerable longer
paths.
4.2 Length Trade-off
We test whether the recommended paths are considerably
longer than the shortest ones. We find that, on average, the
recommended paths are only 12% longer. This is a good
result for two main reasons. First, it is far lower than what
previous work reported, which admittedly focused on differ-
ent contexts such as tourism or entertainment. For example,
paths recommending touristic attractions tended to be half-
a-day touristic experiences (twelve hours) [8], and those cap-
turing people’s salient experiences tended to be 60% longer
than the shortest paths [10]. Second, the increase of 12% in
length practically translates into about 2 and a half addi-
tional cells, which correspond to roughly 7 and a half addi-
tional minutes. These numbers are all average values and,
as such, they collate both long and short paths together.
To break down those results, we plot the extra length re-
quired for recommending pleasant paths (over shortest) for
destinations at increasing distances (Figure 3). We expect
(a) Shortest (b) Beauty
(c) Quiet (d) Happy
Figure 1: Maps showing the different paths between Euston Square and Tate Modern.
that the farther the destination, the lower the extra time re-
quired by our recommendation over the shortest paths. We
find that, for 1km (x-axis), paths tend to be 40% longer
(y-axis), and, more importantly, that extra cost indeed de-
creases exponentially. That is because, to identify pleasant
sceneries, the shorter a path, the more deviations (and ex-
tra walking time) are required; by contrast, in a longer path,
there is plenty of room for finding pleasant sceneries without
imposing any additional walking overhead.
4.3 User Assessment
To evaluate whether our recommendations are perceived
by individuals as desirable alternatives to current shortest
route planners, we resort to a mixed-method user study in
which both quantitative and qualitative measures are ex-
tracted. The goal of the study is to test four paths - short-
est, beautiful, quiet, and happy - between the same source
and destination. We have to keep the two end points fixed
to avoid rating sparsity.
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Figure 4: Median of Likert responses for four path
variations (shortest, beauty, quiet, and happy) in
the three scenarios. Error bars reflect the range
across quartile, which measures dispersion. All re-
sults are statistically significant.
4.3.1 Experimental Setup and Execution
Our participants will see the four paths, like the ones
shown in Figure 1, on a web page but do not know which
one is what. The two end points of the paths are Euston
Square and Tate Modern. We chose those two specific points
because the resulting paths: 1) are between two locations
well-known to Londoners; 2) are in central London, and that
increases the chance participants will know them; 3) are at
walking distance; and 4) go across the River Thames, al-
lowing us to test any potential effect of the mental divide
between North and South London [26].
To begin with, we ask each of our participants to read a
consent form and optionally provide age, gender, years living
in London, and email address. They are also asked to tell us
the extent to which they are familiar with the five paths us-
ing a Likert scale (i.e., they have to choose among Strongly
disagree, Disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Agree, and
Strongly agree). After this initial step, we test the four
routes in three different scenarios, each of which corresponds
to one of the three fuzzy qualities - beauty, quietness, and
happiness - and is meant to emulate a realistic use of a nav-
igation service. For the happy scenario, a participant has to
imagine to be in the company of a friend who is a bit down.
Given that, the participant decides to bring the friend to the
Tate Gallery and has to assess which of the five paths would
make this friend happier using, again, a Likert scale. For
the quiet scenario, the participant wishes to go to the Tate.
Today (s)he has been exposed to many people and lots of
car traffic in central London, and thus (s)he wishes to find
a quiet path to get there. The participants has to assess
the extent to which each of the five paths is expected to be
quiet on a Likert scale. Finally, for the beauty scenario, the
participant has to imagine that his/her best friend is visit-
ing from Italy, and this friend loves beautiful things. The
participant has to say which of the five paths is expected to
offer beautiful views. After answering each of the 5x3 ques-
tions, our participants can motivate each of their answers
under a free-text box.
4.3.2 Demographics of Participants
Among our 30 participants in London, the percentage of
male-female is 58%-42%. The most common age band is
that of 30-35, which includes half of our participants; by
contrast, only 5% are below 23 years old, and 10% above
48. As for familiarity with London, our respondents have
lived in London, on average, for two and a half years. Since
this sample of users relates only to specific social groups,
it would be interesting to compare their demographics to
those of social media users. From the latest Ignite report on
social media [14], Foursquare and Twitter users tend to be
university educated 25-34 year old women (66% women for
Foursquare and 61% for Twitter), while Flickr users tend to
be university educated 35-44 year old women (54% women).
The demographics of our respondents thus show a skew to-
wards 30-35 year old men (58% men). As such, compared
to social media users, our respondents reflect a slightly older
age group and are more likely to be men.
4.3.3 Quantitative and Qualitative Results
As typically done, we treat our Likert responses as ordi-
nal data and collate them into bar charts. We summarize
the central tendency by the median and the dispersion by
the range across quartiles (error bars), and show the results
in Figure 4. We will present the results that are statisti-
cally significant. We find that across the three scenarios,
the shortest path performs worst, with median from 1.5 to 2
and dispersion ±1. The best performing variation across the
Figure 5: Map of London with eight frequently men-
tioned places.
three scenarios is the happy variation with median as high
as 3. Finally, the clear-cut scenario is that of quiet, in which
the quiet variation is indeed the one most preferred by our
respondents whose ratings have, in this case, no dispersion:
for the quiet path, we find a median score 3±0 as opposed to
1±1 for the shortest path, 1±1.75 for the beauty variation,
and 3 ± 2 for the happy variation. These results suggest
that, without telling which path is what, our participants
readily associate the path to the intended quality of quiet,
beauty, or happiness.
To gain further insights into their choices, we have asked
the participants to motivate their ratings (the map in Fig-
ure 5 marks the places they frequently mentioned). All the
respondents do not perceive any extra walking time for the
quiet/beautiful/happy paths. Both beautiful and happy
paths are associated with peaceful places (e.g., back streets
around St Paul’s cathedral, the walkable Millenium Bridge
as opposed to the car-infested Blackfriars Bridge). By con-
trast, busy places make people unhappy. By busy, our par-
ticipants mean streets full of cars. For example, they con-
sider the shortest path unpleasant because it was going
through Kingsway, which is a heavily trafficked road in cen-
tral London. However, at times, by busy, they also mean a
street full of people. One participant considers a path unde-
sirable because it goes through Kingsway and Fleet street:
“Kingsway is always busy with cars, and Fleet street with
pedestrians”. Also, beautiful and happy paths are positively
associated with historical places (e.g., the Bloomsbury area).
Interestingly, places that mix the two contrasting qualities
of being historical yet busy lead to controversial feedbacks.
Most of our respondents consider Covent Garden and Char-
lotte street in extremely positive ways: “There is certainly
colour in Charlotte street and some beautiful shops and
events happening though Covent Garden”; “Charlotte street
is funky”; “I am very fond of Charlotte Street and Endell
Street: they contain exciting and charming cafes and shops”.
Yet, at times, the same very street acquires negative conno-
tations: “I would not think a busy Charlotte street would
make the friend happier”. Overall, we note that the pres-
ence of charming shops and historical elements balances the
otherwise negative perceptions of busy places. Indeed the re-
spondent who thought that Charlotte street would not make
the friend happier adds: “. . . However the presence of peo-
ple on a street packed with businesses might contribute to
happiness”. Also, places offering distinctive experiences are
considered happy. So is considered Soho: it “offers a differ-
ent view of London”; another respondent adds “I like Soho
and the area around Covent Garden. I think that walking
in these areas would make my friend happier”. The con-
cept of happiness also captures hard-to-quantify contextual
aspects of urban life such as smell. As for unhappy places
recommended by the shortest path, one respondent recalls
that “Southampton row is smelly” and should not be rec-
ommended. Our respondents also point out that the expe-
riences of a place might change during the course of a day:
“Fleet street is beautiful because of its history. However,
depending on the time of day, it can be colourless and busy
leading to the opposite results”. Finally, the urban quality
among the three that results in the least controversial feed-
back is that of quiet as it is readily associated with parks
and back roads. To sum up, a desirable place tends to be
peaceful, historical, and distinctive, whilst avoiding being
too busy. Interestingly, places that either mix contrasting
qualities (e.g., historical/charming vs. busy) or experience
drastic changes over time (e.g., busy during the week, and
lovely in the weekend) yield mixed results.
5. CROWDSOURCING AND LONDON
Critics might rightly claim that this work suffers from
two main drawbacks. First, it relies on crowsourced ratings
whose collection requires intense user involvement. Second,
our evaluation has so far focused on a single city. To partly
address those two concerns, in this section, we present a way
of predicting the beauty scores from Flickr metadata (§5.1)
and test these predictions not only in London but also in
the city of Boston (§5.2).
5.1 Beyond Crowdsourcing: Flickr
We test whether one can predict beauty scores out of
Flickr metadata. We choose beauty over quiet or over hap-
piness since, being the default question, it has received the
highest number of votes. We gather a random sample of
7M geo-referenced Flickr pictures within our bounding box
of London, 5.1M of which have at least one tag and, as we
shall see, 3.7M can be used for our purposes. For each of
our locations (cells), we gather these statistics: number of
pictures (density), number of views, of favorites, of com-
ments, and of tags received by those pictures. We also get
hold of the actual tags, clean them (i.e., convert them to
lowercase and remove those that are stop-words), and pro-
cess them using a dictionary called “Linguistic Inquiry Word
Count” [21]. LIWC is a standard dictionary of 2,300 English
words that capture 80% of the words used in everyday con-
versations and reflect people’s emotional and cognitive per-
ceptions. These words fall into 72 categories, such as posi-
tive and negative emotional words, and words about work,
school, money. Rather than grouping words based on their
material subject matter (e.g., ‘sports’, ‘technology’), LIWC
categories are generally abstract, and are based on linguis-
tic and psychological processes. For example, there exist
categories for cognitive processes (such as ‘insight’ and ‘cer-
tainty’), psychological constructs (e.g., affect, cognition), as
well as personal concerns (e.g., work, home, leisure activi-
ties). Each word may thus belong to multiple categories; for
Category Example words Description
posemo happy, pretty, good Express pos. emotions
negemo hate, worthless Express neg. emotions
swear c**t, f**k Swear words
anx afraid, scare Express anxiety
sad cried, deprived Express sadness
anger abusive, disgusting Express anger
Table 3: Categories that reflect the use of language
and whose presence in Flickr tags correlates with
the beauty scores.
example, the prefix entry ‘hostil*’ belongs to the categories
‘affect’ (affective processes), ‘negemo’ (negative emotions)
and ‘anger’. Having this dictionary at hand, we count the
number of tags matching the 72 categories, and, after do-
ing so, we are left with 3.7M pictures that have at least
one classified tag. For each location (cell), we compute the
normalized count for each LIWC category c:
fc =
wc − µc
σc
(2)
where wc is the fraction of tags classified in category c (over
the total number of classified tags) for the location; µc is the
fraction of tags in category c, averaged across all locations;
and σc is the corresponding standard deviation.
Out of the Flickr features and LIWC categories, those that
are significantly correlated with beauty scores are density
(number of pictures in a cell), ‘posemo’, ‘negemo’, ‘swear’,
‘anx’ (anxiety), ‘sad’, and ‘anger’. We thus use the presence
of those categories as predictors in a linear regression whose
dependent variable is the beauty score. We find the following
coefficients:
beauty′ = 0.37 + 0.03 · log(density) + 0.20 · fp − 0.21 · fn (3)
where fp is the fraction of tags containing positive emotions,
and fn is the fraction of tags containing emotions in the
categories ‘negemo’, ‘swear’, ‘anx’, ‘sad’, and ‘anger’. We
should concede that statistical models more sophisticated
than a linear regression could have been used: for example,
one might well decide to exploit the spatial autocorrelations
of the beauty scores. However, given that our goal is to
carry out a preliminary study on Flickr, we opt for a linear
regression, not least because it yields predictions that are
easy to explain (as opposed to black-box machine learning
approaches) and that are reasonably accurate. The R2 of the
regression is indeed 0.31, which means that as much as 31%
of the variability of the beauty score can be solely explained
by the presence of Flickr tags.
5.1.1 Results
To build paths from Flickr metadata, we use the Flickr-
derived beauty scores and run the steps described in Sec-
tion 3.4. We find that the resulting beautiful paths are, on
average, 28% more beautiful than the shortest ones. To
see how users perceive a Flickr-derived path, during our
user study in London (Section 4.3), we had added a fifth
path (in addition to the four we have already presented):
a Flickr-derived beautiful path between Euston Square and
Tate Modern (Figure 6(a)). Our 30 respondents rate this
path with neutral answers (median 2) but little uncertainty
(a) Flickr Beauty in London (b) Flickr Beauty in Boston (c) Shortest in Boston
Figure 6: Maps showing the different paths with beauty scores predicted from Flickr’s metadata.
(0 dispersion). That is, our respondents do not feel strongly
about the recommendation based on Flickr but agree with
each other when judging it, suggesting that Flickr-derived
recommendations can be used as general-purpose sugges-
tions when personalization is not possible (e.g., in cold-start
situations). However, by comparing those who rated the
Flickr variation above the median and those who rated it
below, we find that these two classes of individuals differ.
The Flickr variation is preferred by:
Women. The percentage of male-female is 25%-75% for
above-median raters, and 60%-40% for those below;
Short-term residents. The average number of years liv-
ing in London is 2 and a half for those above, and 3
and a half for those below.
5.2 Beyond London: Boston
London is in itself quite a peculiar city: from a geo-
demographic perspective, London is by far the largest city
in the EU (the most densely populated within city limits),
with a diverse range of people and cultures spread all over its
area. To complement our London study, we present in this
section a brief study in the city of Boston, chosen for their
very different characteristics. From a geo-demographic per-
spective, we scale both population density and area size of a
factor down with respect to London. From a Flickr perspec-
tive, picture density is slightly higher in Boston (1.1 more
pictures per m2 than in London), while engagement with
content is slightly lower (a London picture has, on average,
0.8 more tags than one in Boston).
5.2.1 Quantitative Results
By running the steps in §3.4 on the metadata in Boston,
we find that the Flickr-derived beautiful paths are, on av-
erage, 35% more beautiful than the shortest paths. This is
higher than any improvement we have experienced for any
of the three qualities in London, suggesting that routing
through beautiful sceneries (and, accordingly, avoiding ugly
ones) is easier in Boston than it was in London. Indeed,
American cities (including Boston) tend to offer urban sit-
uations far more diverse in terms of safety and beauty than
what European cities do [28], and, for the routing algorithm,
diversity translates into more options to choose from.
In Boston, we repeated the London’s user study (§4.3.1):
we were able to recruit as many as 54 participants who com-
pared a Flickr-derived beautiful path (Figure 6(b)) with the
shortest one (Figure 6(c)) using, again, a Likert scale. These
two paths go from Back Bay Station to South Station, and
the Flickr-derived is chosen to be the one that has the high-
est improvement in average beauty.
The percentage of male-female participants overall is 57%-
43%. Also, the most common age band is that of 30-35,
which includes 43% our participants; by contrast, 32% are
below 30 years old, and only 17% above 42. As for familiar-
ity with Boston, our respondents have lived in the city, on
average, for four and half years.
From our respondents’ ratings, we find that, again, the
shortest path performs worst, with a median of 1 and dis-
persion ±1. Thus the best performing is the Flickr-defined
path with median as high as 3 ±1, and the median increases
to 4 if we consider people younger than 30 years old. These
results confirm once again the ease with which our algorithm
can find beautiful alternatives.
5.2.2 Qualitative Results
Our respondents see the Flickr-derived beautiful path pos-
itively. To ease illustration, the map in Figure 7 shows the
places our participants frequently mentioned. The most pos-
itive feedback for the beautiful path is: “You will see al-
most the entire city of Boston in shorter period of time”.
By contrast, the shortest path receives negative and neu-
tral feedbacks. The most negative one mentions that a spe-
cific segment “is gross and no one needs to see it”, while
the most positive feedback is neutral at best: “It’s an inter-
esting and attractive walk . . . but I wouldn’t use the word
beautiful”. What is considered positive/negative in Boston
is similar to what we found in London. On the positive side,
respondents repeatedly mention green spaces: “Boylston is
really nice and they have a lot of shopping. The park is
also gorgeous”, and another respondent adds “green space,
manicure landscaping, public activities obviously all care-
fully designed to appeal to visitors as well as residents”. As
for negative qualities, respondents cite the presence of cars
(“It is heavily trafficked by cars in some areas”) and that
of dirt (“Some places between South Station and Stuart are
also rather dirty”). In a way similar to London, we also have
mixed results for few locations: those are the ones that tend
to be used quite differently from day to night.
6. DISCUSSION
We are now ready to wrap up this work by discussing some
open questions.
Figure 7: Map of Boston with seven frequently men-
tioned places.
Scalability. The two main steps of our approach are: 1)
building the location graph with nodes and corresponding
scores; and 2) finding the best path between source to des-
tination in the graph. The complexity for the creation of
the graph is negligible: it is linear with the number of nodes
and has to be computed just once for every city (even of-
fline). The second step mainly consists of the Eppstein’s
algorithm, which is efficient as its complexity for computing
a single path from source to destination is O(e+n · log(n) +
m · log(m)), where n is the number of nodes, e is the num-
ber of edges, and m is the number of paths that are explored
(e.g., in Boston our m was just 700). More practically, a 24-
core Intel server running Red Hat takes 51 millisecond to
compute the best path.
Personalization. Perceptions of urban qualities such as
happiness might well differ from one individual to another.
In our user study, some respondents were happy to visit
streets full of shops, while others cringed at the idea of fac-
ing a human mob of shoppers. Walking can be monitored
and mapped, but as psycho-geographers observed, “[walks
on a map] can, in itself, never capture the personal histories
that underlie them. . . A map can never accurately capture
the lives of those individuals whose journeys it sets out to
trace, for in the process individuality is inevitably flattened
out and reduced to points on a chart”[6]. Personalization ap-
proaches might partly account for the subjectivity of urban
experiences by, for example, tailoring recommended paths
to a user’s past visits [19, 27].
Limited Spatial Representation. To make our problem
computationally tractable, we had to model the city’s spa-
tial configuration in simple ways. We opted for dividing the
city grid into several cells, and those cells then represented
nodes of our location graph. The finest unit of analysis con-
sequently became the cell or, more specifically, its centroid.
This means that we can capture neither whatever happens
inside a cell (e.g., presence of a crime-infested council es-
tate) nor the nature of the link that connects the centroids
of two neighboring cells (e.g., crossing a large street full of
cars). More effective spatial representations are thus in or-
der. One could, for example, resort to Space Syntax [13], a
set of techniques for describing the spatial patterns produced
by buildings and towns. These techniques would account for
aspects we have so far left out from our analysis, including
walkability, which is considered to be one of the most salient
factors that make urban life thrive [30].
Salient City Pictures. Our predictive models work on in-
put of metadata associated with Flickr pictures. As we have
not done any particular filtering, not all pictures are salient
representations of the places in which they have been geo-
graphically tagged. Thus it might be useful to use existing
techniques (e.g., computer vision algorithms) to determine
the extent to which a picture represents its associated urban
location.
Limited Contextual Representation. Our study par-
ticipants gave feedbacks that could be explored in future
work. They, for example, had fascinating insights related to
weather conditions and temporal aspects. One said: “The
area around St Paul’s can be very lovely. It depends rather
on the time of day. At weekends when the City is quiet this
will be nice. At busier times it could be manic”. Future
work might go into studying temporal dynamics at different
levels: time of the day (day vs. night), day of the week (e.g.,
Saturday vs. Monday), time of the year (e.g., different sea-
sons). It would be also interesting to see how those dynamics
change depending on, for example, weather conditions.
Beyond route recommendations. To offer an engaging
user experience, designers have to build applications that go
beyond just showing paths on a map. They could, for exam-
ple, show the main points of interest along the path [8, 10].
Our survey respondents mentioned that historical elements
contribute to a pleasant urban experience. A mobile app
called “NYPL Time Traveller” has recently integrated the
historical photographic collection of the New York Public
Library with Foursquare, displaying historical NYC pictures
related to the places in which they check in [12]. Also, our
respondents associated the concept of happiness not only
with historical memories but also with their own personal
stories. A respondent said: “I would have a lot to say on
the way about buildings, history, events and people I met
along this path”. Therefore, one could also allow individu-
als to record their memories associated with a specific place
and to show these memories back to them when physically
revisiting that place, in a way similar to StoryPlace.me or
to the artistic project behind “Map your Manhattan” [5].
7. CONCLUSION
Our goal has been to propose ways of recommending emo-
tionally pleasing routes in the city. We have ascertained
whether we met that goal in two steps: validation and eval-
uation. First, we have validated that our proposed route
variations actually recommend what they are meant to (e.g.,
paths with highest perceived happiness), and they do so
adding just a few extra walking minutes compared to the
shortest routes.
A user study involving 30 participants in London has
shown that people perceive those recommendations the way
we expect them to. Their quantitative assessments and qual-
itative insights all confirmed the results learned in the vali-
dation step.
Finally, we have shown that we do not necessarily need to
collect crowd-sourced ratings for every new city. Reasonable
proxies can be computed from Flickr metadata. We did so
for the city of Boston and ascertained its effectiveness with
as many as 54 participants.
Viewing a path (no matter how familiar it is) does not
capture the full affective experience of ‘being there’. In the
future, we will build upon the analysis presented here by
designing a mobile application and testing it in the wild
across different cities in Europe and USA.
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